
IMP Audit: Road 
Safety Education



IMP Priorities Climate priorities



Legal frame work: Responsibilities

Who has the lion’s share of the #SharedResponsibility?

Should that answer change According to physics? 

According to HRM Priorities?  



Shared responsibility, Heads up Halifax

Does this change if 
IMP priorities are 
reflected? 

If climate priorities are 
reflected? 

If physics are 
considered? 

If the fragility of the 
human conditions is 
considered?



How is it going on these streets? 

What we have for cyclist safety:

Driver licencing

Enforcement

Education

Signage

Laws like this



Where I got passed vs where I passed the driver 



Proposed changes: Four wheels good, two wheels better

Passing a motorcycle vs passing a pedalcycle

Is removing the double standard safer?*

*On streets the city wants to slow down anyway



It’s not not allowed: Encourage cyclists take the lane?*

*May change with Q4 2023 MVA changes

When is it safer for cyclists to take the 
lane?

Blind crests? 
Blind turns?
Passing parked cars?
Intersections?

It’s safer if it’s expected, which is the 
role of public education campaigns. 



It’s not not allowed: The Idaho stop?*

*May change with Q4 2023 MVA changes



What should be considered?

Should be based on data

Should be based on IMP priorities

Should be based on climate priorities

Should be reflect and encourage the cultural changes in transportation behaviour 
required for the safety of all road users. 



Use and add to existing infrastructure



Simple messaging
When roads are unsafe

Cyclists take the lane



Questions?
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